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 The aim of this study is reviewing the relation between inflation, cash, bank deposits 
variables by omitting the zero of national money, which is eventually is recognized that 
by collecting data of statistical population which is gathered by help of bank experts 
and accounting masters and economy and management by use of 130 questionnaires 
and finally it is evidenced that there is relation between all mentioned variables and 
zero omitting. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The experience of omitting three zeros or more have been occurred several times in different countries. In 

our country, if the government has considered a place for omitting zero of national money throughout its 
political setting which has taken for improving the money and banking systems of the country(whatever has 
been followed up to now in form of economical evolution and the evolution in banking, tax, systems after 
operating the law of guided subsidies), it can be accounted as a proper action towards helping to economic 
reforms. So, such an action, has been followed by some costs such as new note publishing, correcting the items 
in companies books and tax system and . . . etc. so, as have been said before, one of its advantages is making 
smooth and easiness of banking accounting system, because, on one hand, its importance in total economic 
system and in setting the relations and celebrities of every country money system, and on the other hand, its 
serious influence in global economic scene, cause that the economic professionals, have considered the banks as 
one of the effected factors in economic development and experiencing the omitting three zeros or more, which 
has occurred several times in different countries, in our country, totally, if government has considered  a policy 
for reforming the money  and banking systems, (what it has accounted in form of the evolution of forming the 
capacity and the ability of production of countries is concluded in the most common economical country 
problems, is the problem of cash and inflation that can be originated of being low the value of our national 
money, which in turn, can cause the other problems. Absorbing the cash should be towards the rate of effective 
investment, so that it put the country in the line of growth and economic development. Inflation is the most 
common economic problems throughout the world. Most of the world countries are encountered   to pass the 
short time explosive inflation and/or experiencing the long term inflation by the phenomena of reducing the 
value of national money. Consequently, high volume of note and coin has been appeared in economic, besides 
of undesirable effect on society, it has so many operating problems. Performing the change and omitting zero of 
national money, has many advantages, such as saving the cost of publishing note, increasing the trust of society 
and enhancing the deposits, reducing the value of money and reducing the transactions costs and also reducing 
the time of money and banking operations. 

Zero omitting of national money, more than be a political action of government, is a technical and 
professional action and it is part of economic reform package. By considering the importance of this problem, it 
has not been seriously investigated in our country. In this study it’s been tries by reviewing the experience of 
countries which performing the reforming money system and by presenting a portrait of Iran situation, to 
evaluate the necessity or not necessity of performing the reform program and its influence on country banking. 
 
The Importance and Necessity of Investigation: 

In general, all countries which have considerably hastily inflation, performing the money reform program 
and take its advantage. Iran also can by performing this program is not exception and can be benefited of its 
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right performing and at last, grasp the stable structural reform, it means that by performing this program, the 
stable money conditions will be prepared in our country, so the most direct tool to control inflation and reaching 
the mentioned objects, is performing the constant economical program. [1] 
 
The Objects of Study (General objects and Especial Ones): 

May be its look that the money reform is only an economical decision, but, it is proved that this program is 
under control of political trends influence as well. Anyway, the fact is in absent of money reform policies, by 
changing the unit of money, not only the inflation would not be reduced, but, the behavior of economical units 
would not change at all. 

In fact, the program of changing the unit of money which is performed free of macro-economic reform 
structure and without contracted money policies; it will not change the rate of national money equivalence, 
country trading conditions, and at the end in macro-economic conditions. Totally, the politicians- by any 
political trend- by performing money reform program have followed three objects, as follows. 

1- Grasping in and out values: Governments by stabilize their situation, especially through reaching low 
rates of inflation in home and out, wanted to access the credit. By increasing the general trust to the government 
economic programs and assurance of existence of economic growth and stable basis of macroeconomic inside 
the country, the opportunity of reelection of the ruling party is increased. In international overview, the low rate 
of inflation cause more amount of FDI along with completion oriented of export products. 

2- Keeping national proud: by reducing the value of money because of inflation, the people of a society 
felt that their national money in contrast with other exchanges of the world has no value and has been 
humiliated. Therefore, the politicians by changing the unit of money and reducing the amount of national money 
which is necessary for purchasing the exchange try to improve this way of thinking. Also, it’s felt that inflation 
is a problem which is related to the past and now it’s finished, so that the trust of population to the national 
money will increased. 

3- Avoiding of reverting  of economic into dollar: by reducing the value of one country money value, the 
people of society, usually in order to maintain the power of purchasing, they change their unit of money into 
exchange of world and keep it which is so called, reverting into dollar. In this case, the control of money 
authority on cash volume would be reduced and the power of central bank in applying the money policies would 
be reduced. As a result, even applying the best money policies cannot supply the money objects [2]. 

The specific object of the present study, is investigating the effect of inflation on Iran Banking System. 
 
The Operational Definition of Variables: 

Inflation: from the economic science point of view, it is the increasing of general price level during a 
certain period. [3] 

Cash: it is a characteristic of properties which is depend of time and the cost of its change to money. On the 
other hand, the cost of exchanging a property to money is a value for evaluating that property. Sometimes, the 
cost of these exchanges is clear, such as the cost of jobber of selling one common stock. But, sometimes its 
separation is accompanied with some problems. The other way to measuring the cash of a property, is 
considering the risk of not exchanging a property for a certain amount of money in future. For example, 
governance stock exchanges which are transacted in market have more cash than business stock. Besides, the 
stock exchange which have shorter expire date, have more cash than ones which have longer expired date[4]. 

Banking: preparing opportunities for clients which by using them without being present in bank and 
throughout the day and night through all safe connection channels by trust and doing their bank operation. 

Bank Deposit: it is cash deposit which is remaining in banks and banks will undertake to return it in case of 
client request by certain conditions. 
 
Hypothesis: 

1- There is meaningful relation between omitting three zeros and inflation. 
2- There is meaningful relation between omitting three zeros and cash flow. 
3- There is meaningful relation between omitting three zeros and Iranian banking. 
4- There is meaningful relation between omitting three zeros and bank deposit. 
In form of question or especial questions: 
- Has omitting three zeros any effect on Iranian banking? 
- Has omitting three zeros any effect on inflation? 

 
Literature or background of study: 

The experience of countries which have performed money reform is as follows: 
Argentina, Brazil, Mexic have changed their unit of money several times in order to facilitate their money 

accounting and registering money items. Changing the unit of money in these countries is more because of oil 
crisis in Latin America countries. These changing in money unit that these countries have performed during 
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different years after passing severe inflation periods (Argentina omitting four zeros, 1992), (Brazil omitting 
three zeros, 1993), (Mexic omitting three zeros, 1991), most of these inflations are caused of oil crisis in 1970 
and not able to return their outside debts during 1980s. 

Bulivia: Bulivia for encountering with great inflation and negative effects of it, has taken policies, one of 
these policies is changing national money unit in 1985. This country has omitted 6 zeros of its national money 
unit and replaced it by a new money unit by name of Buliviano. It is equal to 1.000.000 old Pero. 

Bulgaria: this country is one of countries which have changed their national money unit. The politician of 
this country, have decided to change the unit of national money in order to facilitate the accounting process, 
easiness of cash payments and resolve the problems of old money unit and in 1999 by omitting three zeros of 
their old money unit, replace it by new one. 

Turkey: During recent years, it is 50th country which has reform its money. This action has been done in 
order to facilitate the computations   and cleaning the effects of past inflation and hope to avoiding of its return 
and could reduce its 106 percent inflation in 1994 to 7/7% in 2005. 

Other Countries: in time of Du GoleGeneral, the President of France, money reforms was performed in this 
country and 2 zeros were omitted from its national money unit and new notes are published by name of Frank. 
Every 100 old Franks were equal to one new one. In Russia, after overthrowing of Communism Regime, which 
had severe inflation because of make free the prices, the government of that time published new Ruble. 
Afghanistan, was one of the other countries which to resolve its accounting problems and cash payment and also 
controlling the cash that was because of reduction of old money unit value, has omitted three zeros of its old 
money unit and replace it by new one. The last money reform was about Republic of Azarbaijan. Its reforming 
has been begun from the early of 2006. Every 100 old Menat is equal to one new one. (The report of reviewing 
the changing name of developing countries national money unit, the college of economic affairs, 
Septamber,2007). An investigation has been done by the name of The Relation of Inflation and the growth of 
cash in Iranian Economic, by Hosseini, SeyedSafdar in 2008, it said: according to the theory, the amount of 
money is anticipating the long term correlation between money (cash) and inflation, which means that the 
continued growth and the high volume of money in economic, has been followed by great inflation. The process 
of cash growth and inflation during recent years have not been consistent in country economic , so, it is believed 
that there is a gap between relation of cash growth and inflation. Therefore, the aim of this investigation is 
reviewing the stability of the relation between cash growth and inflation in Iran economic, by use of 1947-2005 
data. 

The pattern that is presented to recognizing the relation between inflation and money growth is the pattern 
which is originated in the theory of amount of money and its base of applying is according to Philips curve and 
awaiting inflation. The results of this pattern is accepted the  existence of stable relation between inflation and 
cash growth and indicate that in long term, one percent of increasing in cash growth has been resulted in 89 
percent increasing in inflation. 

In investigating the background of study of the above subject, it is indicated that the subject which is 
exactly related to the mentioned subject is not found, but about every one of the variables, some investigations 
have been conducted separately, without investigating their effects on inflation. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
The method of this study is applied investigation, because by applying the theories and some of 

management, economic and statistics sciences and etc. we reach to results that are applying for companies and 
organizations in the area of statistical population. But this study is classified in scientific investigation group, 
because it considered the reviewing of effects of every one of components. 
 
The Tools of Collecting Data: 

Collecting data is done into two steps. In first step, in order to edit the theoretical basis of study, the 
librarian method and in the second step, to collecting data, field method are been used. Questionnaires are also 
applied. The edited questionnaires according to Liker spectrum to evaluate its stability and admissibility from 
the expert's point of view in supervisor offices and groups of lectures and in case of their final acceptance will 
be contributed. 
 
Statistical population, the volume of sample, the method of sampling and the way of data analyzing: 

The statistical population includes all bank professional throughout Khoozestan Province supervisor Offices 
and lectures of university in field of economic, management, Financial and Accounting Management. 

After determining the organizations and sampling individuals, according to mentioned statistical 
population, one early sample is determined, then, the required information in order to identify the sample has 
been put in the below model: 

5q<n<15q 
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Where: 
q= the number of observed variables and n is the volume of sample. 
And eventually in order to examine the hypothesis, SPSS software is being used. After preparing the 

variables and by use of excel software and doing necessary computing to access the required ratios for 
conducting the study, to estimate required statistical models, SPSS software is being used. There are 20 
questions in this study, and by considering the data formula, the selection should be done between 100 to 200. 
150 questionnaires are contributed and at last 130 questionnaires are collected. 30 questionnaires were accepted 
by few of lectures and bank experts before contributing all of them. Their Kronbakh alpha is 0/751 which is 
indicating the high admissibility of the study. 
 
Data Analyzing: 

In order to analyzing the hypothesis of study, by considering that the questionnaire has followed the Likert 
method, regression modeling is being used. The results are as follows. 
 
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the relation of the variables of omitting 3 zeros and inflation 

Indicator Correlation coefficient Sig numbers 
Omitting 3 zeros 0/610 0/00 130 
inflation 

 
H1: it seems that there is meaningful relation between omitting 3zeros and inflation. 
Result: by considering above table, the supposition of zero in case of not any relation between omitting 

3zeros and inflation, this hypothesis is not rejected, because the meaningful level is lower than 0.05 .on the other 
hand, there is relation between these two variables. 

H2: it seems that there is meaningful relation between omitting 3zeros and cash flow. 
 
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the relation between the variables of omitting 3zeros and cash flow 

Indicator Correlation coefficient Sig numbers 
Omitting 3 zeros 0/720 0/00 130 
Cash flow 

 
Result: by considering above table, the supposition of zero in case of not any relation between omitting 

3zeros and cash flow, this hypothesis is not rejected, because the meaningful level is lower than 0.05. On the 
other hand, there is relation between these two variables. 

H3: it seems that there is meaningful relation between omitting 3zeors and banking. 
 
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the relation between omitting 3zeros and banking 

Indicator Correlation coefficient Sig numbers 
Omitting 3 zeros 0/768 0/00 130 
banking 

 
Result: by considering above table about the hypothesis of zero of not any relation between the way of 

leadership and productivity, this hypothesis is not rejected; because the meaningful level is lower than 0.05. On 
the other hand, there is relation between these two variables. 

H4: it seems that there is meaningful relation between omitting 3zeros and bank deposit. 
 
Table 4: Descriptive statistics of the relation of omitting 3zeros and bank deposit variables. 

Indicator Correlation coefficient Sig numbers 
Omitting 3 zeros 0/670 0/00 130 
Bank deposit 

 
Result: by considering above table, the hypothesis of being related the omitting 3zeros and bank deposit, is 

not rejected, because the meaningful level is lower than 0.05. On the other hand, there is relation between these 
two variables. 
 
Conclusion: 

What is clear is that the order of omitting zero of national money unit is issued. That one or more zeros 
should be omitted is depend on economist's point of view. And they do it voluntary. May be it is necessary to 
publish greater notes, in this way; people don’t carry low value and high volume money. Undoubtedly, there is 
different point of view between the experts of economic problems about omitting zero of national money has 
influence on inflation or not. But, the point that economists should be consider, is that unconsciously spending 
the note has imposed high cost to the body of government and also on irrelevant cost of individuals. The more 
the induction of this pressure during inflation and existence expenses are lower, certainly, the low the pressure 
on the low level people of the society. 
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Studying the experiences of different countries show that performing these programs not only was 
compulsive, a compulsion of doing reforming money during recent decades, is caused of not proper conditions 
of payment systems of those countries and weak national money during the time, has low  and lower power of 
purchasing. Inflation conditions of three last decades in Iran has caused similar problems for national money, 
which is caused the projected the reforming money by omitting zero of national money. Therefore, in order to 
removing present problems in economic system and to resolve the problems and preparing the conditions to 
perform the money reform, below suggestions are presented: 

The possibility of removing old notes and replacing them by new one by high amount 
Accessing to proper level of number of notes 
Preparing the possibilities to perform this program, especially through central bank and the other banks. 
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